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Nusrat Jahan Mim
esis Title: Subaltern Virtuality
esis Subtitle: Virtual Hegemony and Domestic Architecture in Postcolonial World
esis Statement:
Antonio Gramsci coined the term “subaltern” to reveal the presence of small social groups of people on the fringes 
of history. Subaltern can be perceived as negative space or position of disempowerment, a position without social or 
political agency, and access to the power or hegemony. Today the emergence of ubiquitous computing, virtual social 
network, and globalized image culture has created a new group of subalterns in the virtual world. Amounts of 
tweets, likes, views, shares etc. have started to appear as a dominating factor in determining the “status” of a person 
in the virtual world and hence, have created a virtual hegemony, where the new subalterns do not have any 
voice/control over any kind of virtual standardization (mostly westernized). Moreover, to become a part of the 
virtual community, they oen feel forced to bring changes in their physical life and space, sometimes even by losing 
their cultural identities.  
is thesis explores, questions, and reimagines such virtual subaltern scenario in a form of architectural 
experimentation. As the context, the mushroomed middle-income apartment housing of Dhaka city (the capital of 
Bangladesh) has been chosen for its history of postcolonial struggle, existing resource constraints, and dense active 
participation in virtual social media (2 million active Facebook users in 2017). To project a certain “standard” image 
of their living space in virtual world, the apartment dwellers are changing the way they occupy their home 
traditionally. Instead of having home (single/multifamily) as a unified architectural entity, now there is a “front 
stage”, where documentation for social media takes place and a backstage – the real home. Based on 4 different 
scenarios/cases from the context, this thesis develops a series of speculative visual representations of apartment 
spaces/complex, which reveals conflicts between the cultural identity of the subalterns and the dichotomy of front 
and backstage. Rather than trying to solve such conflict as an architectural problem, the speculations offer radical 
alternatives to provoke response from the subalterns and to raise critical thoughts around such virtual domination.  
  
Image Caption: Speculative visualization: housing genetics and postcolonial agency of privacy
Name of esis Advisor: Elizabeth Krietemeyer, Marcos Parga
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Thesis Claims: 
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Background 
Who are the new ‘Subaltern’?  
 
                                                          
1 Guha, Ranajit, and Vinayak Chaturvedi. "Mapping Subaltern Studies and the Postcolonial." (2000): 6. 
2 Spivak, Gayatri Chakravorty. "Can the subaltern speak?." Can the subaltern speak? Reflections on the history of an 
idea(1988): 21-78. 
3 Guha, Ranajit. Elementary aspects of peasant insurgency in colonial India. Duke University Press, 1999.(page-5) 
4 Bhadra, Gautam. নিম্নবর্গ ের ইনিহাস 
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Virtuality : Online representation and impression management  
                                                          
5 Spivak, Gayatri Chakravorty. "Can the subaltern speak?." Can the subaltern speak? Reflections on the history of an 
idea(1988): 21-78.  
6 https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=2ZHH4ALRFHw 
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Criteria of Evaluation: 
 
                                                          
7 Goffman, Erving. "The Presentation of Self in." Butler, Bodies that Matter (1959). 
8 Čahtarević, Rada. "Virtuality in architecture: from perspective representation to augmented reality." Facta 
universitatis-series: Architecture and Civil Engineering 6, no. 2 (2008): 235-241. 
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Research Methodology:
 
                                                          
9 Spivak, Gayatri. "The Rohingya Issue in a Global Context." Speech, Hollis E. Cornell Auditorium, Goldwin Smith 
Hall, Ithaca, October 30, 2017. 
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Figure 1:Qualitative Data Board -1
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Figure 2: Qualitative Data Board 2 
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Case Studies and Speculative Experimentation:  
 
Marginalization of Veranda: 
Figure 3: Quantitative Data Visualization Board
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Figure 4: Mrs. Taslima’s veranda and adjacent Bedroom.
 
Figure 5: Speculative transformation of Mrs. Taslima’s veranda
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Figure 6: Critically positioning new veranda (speculatively derived as a result of virtual domination) and old veranda (enables to 
be socio-culturally connected)
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Isolation of cultural values and mobilities  
.   
 
Figure 7: Mobilities of Mrs. Mazeda before and after 
Facebook invasion
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Figure 8: Speculative floorplan developed from only the cultural and religious agency of a middle-income family's woman to 
make visible the aspect, which remains invisible in the existing pattern of using domestic spaces due to virtual domination. 
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Figure 9: Speculative visualization of the broader impact of addressing the agency of a subaltern at the urban level. 
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Development of frontstage and backstage through repetition  
                                                          
10 Goffman, Erving. The presentation of self in everyday life. Vol. 13. Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1959. 
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Figure 10: Speculative dichotomy of frontstage and backstage embedded in the cultural setting of Dhaka apartment dwellers. 
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Figure 11: Depiction of change in the genetics (initiated by virtual domination) of apartment space in Dhaka by flattening the 
culturally embedded zoning hierarchy of Dhaka’s middle-income apartment  
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Elimination of kitchen:  
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Figure 12: Defamiliarized speculation on separate kitchen infrastructure at neighborhood level supporting the agency of the 
subalterns
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Figure 13: Defamiliarized speculation on separate kitchen infrastructure at urban level supporting the agency of the subalterns
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